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Chapter 561: Boss’s Owner, Want to Knock? (5) 

“Uh!” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. Fish that were attracted by blood were actually vegetarians. Was 

this possible? 

“Xue’er, the main food of the golden sand fish is sea grass,” Empty said. 

“Sea grass? Are there enough sea grass in the sea for them to eat?” Leng Ruoxue asked in puzzlement. 

How much sea grass did they have to eat for a meal looking at the size of the golden sand fish! 

“Haha, Xue’er, it will definitely be enough!” Empty said with a happy smile. 

“Xue’er, we won’t eat if you don’t want to,” the freak said. Hmph, he didn’t believe that this golden sand 

fish would be better than the fish in Xue’er’s space. 

“Okay, eat!” Leng Ruoxue said after some thought. To be honest, she was not very interested in the 

golden sand fish. Moreover, she agreed to use Wu Gong as bait to prank him, hehe! 

“Miss, are you really not eating? I heard that this fish is very delicious.” Cheng Wu couldn’t help asking. 

“Yes, I’m not too interested in this fish. Eat!” Leng Ruoxue said. Then she pulled the freak to sit beside 

Wu Gong and released her beasts. 

“Master!” 

“Beloved Master!” 

The beasts immediately stuck to Leng Ruoxue as soon as they emerged. They acted coquettishly and 

rubbed against her! 

“Xue’er, what are you thinking about?” the freak asked curiously when he saw Xue’er staring at Wu 

Gong thoughtfully. 

“Freak, what do you think we should do with this thing?” Leng Ruoxue asked. 

“Isn’t his fate destined! There’s no other choice!” the freak said with certainty. People like Wu Gong 

were a scourge even if they were left alive, so eliminating them was the best way. 

“Okay. Feng Zhan, I’ll leave Wu Gong to you.” Leng Ruoxue nodded and then said to Feng Zhan. 

“Okay! Master, leave this bad thing to me!” Feng Zhan patted his chest with his small wings and 

promised. With that, he spat out his Southern Spirit Flame. Immediately, Wu Gong, who was 

unconscious and on the verge of death, was covered in raging flames… 

“Lan Ming, let’s go to the Mystic Association Headquarters after eating the fish.” Leng Ruoxue looked at 

Lan Ming after settling Wu Gong. 

“Little Snowy, have you really decided…” Lan Ming was a little depressed. He couldn’t finish speaking. 

“Little Lan Lan, don’t tell me you think I’m joking?” Leng Ruoxue said helplessly. 



“I’m only a Mystic Monarch. Those elders won’t submit to me,” Lan Ming found an excuse. Boohoo… He 

really wasn’t prepared to take over the Mystic Association Headquarters. Why did Little Snowy have to 

force him! 

“Kill whoever isn’t convinced! Let’s see who still dares to be unconvinced!” Leng Ruoxue said very 

ruthlessly, not hiding the killing intent in her beautiful eyes at all. 

“Alas!” Lan Ming sighed heavily and accepted his fate. He knew that Little Snow wouldn’t change her 

mind easily, so he could only be chased away. Boohoo… 

After Empty and the others finished eating the golden sand fish, Leng Ruoxue stored the beasts in the 

bracelet, and everyone set off together… 

The little peacock brought Leng Ruoxue and the others to the Mystic Association Headquarters. The 

Mystic Association Headquarters was still tattered, but it could barely accommodate people after these 

few days of repair. At this moment, the elders of the Mystic Association Headquarters were stationed 

here… 

Outside the tattered main door of the Mystic Association. 

The little peacock flew in the air and said hesitantly, “Boss’s master, should we knock?” 

“Why are you knocking on the door? Little Peacock, we’re here to challenge the hall. There’s no need to 

be so polite!” Leng Ruoxue smiled lightly and said nonchalantly. Her words definitely had the suspicion 

of teaching children bad things! 

“Oh!” The little peacock nodded to show that it understood. Boohoo… It was a polite child. Boss’s 

master would teach it badly. 

“Little Peacock, quickly kick the door open!” Leng Ruoxue urged, her beautiful face full of impatience! 

“Yes, Boss’s master!” The little peacock hesitated but still obediently placed its claws on the door of the 

Mystic Association Headquarters, which was already on the verge of collapse. Immediately, there was a 

bang, and the door of the Mystic Association Headquarters shattered into pieces! 

“Uh! This door is too fragile!” the little peacock said awkwardly after doing something bad. 

“Hehe, Little Peacock did well,” Leng Ruoxue praised as she caressed its fluffy little head. 

“Hehe! As long as Boss’s master is happy!” The little peacock said with a silly smile. It was so pleased to 

receive the praise of its boss’s master! 

“Who are you? How dare you cause trouble in the Mystic Association Headquarters?” Dozens of Mystics 

ran out of the Mystic Association Headquarters and roared loudly after the door shattered. 

However, Leng Ruoxue and the others ignored them… 

“Hey, I’m asking you a question!” a mystic couldn’t help but question. 

However, no one bothered with them… 



“Who are you? How dare you cause trouble in the Mystic Association Headquarters?” The mystic roared 

furiously seeing that he was ignored! 

“This Mystic Association Headquarters is really broken now.” Leng Ruoxue looked at the Mystic 

Association Headquarters with her beautiful eyes and said with a light smile. 

“Yes, the former Mystic Association Headquarters was dazzling and majestic. Moreover, these Mystics 

from the Mystic Association Headquarters are not very strong now,” Empty said with slight disdain, his 

handsome face full of contempt! 

“Who are you exactly? How dare you cause trouble in the Mystic Association Headquarters?” the mystic 

suppressed his anger and questioned again. 

“Causing trouble? No, we’re here to challenge the hall,” Leng Ruoxue finally had time to deal with the 

mystic and said very kindly. 

“Is there a difference?” the mystic asked foolishly, his ordinary face full of confusion. 

“Of course there is. Causing trouble is very informal, but the kickhouse is very formal, meaning that we 

are here to officially cause trouble!” Leng Ruoxue explained as if she was speaking a tongue twister. 

“Damn it, isn’t it the same!” The mystic finally reacted and couldn’t help shouting in anger, knowing that 

he had been fooled. 

“You’re too unperturbed. No wonder you’re only a great mystic. Alas! With your strength, you can only 

run errands in the Mystic Association Headquarters!” Leng Ruoxue said in realization, her beautiful face 

full of sympathy. 

Chapter 562: The Divination Is Everywhere (1) 

“What does this have to do with you?” the mystic roared in exasperation. Boohoo… This woman cared 

too much! So what if he was just an errand boy? Couldn’t he? 

“Of course it’s not my fault. However, let me tell you some news! The Mystic Association Headquarters 

is about to change owners, so you’re probably about to lose your job,” Leng Ruoxue whispered 

mysteriously. 

“Uh! How is that possible? Our Vice President Wu is a Mystic Supremacy!” the mystic emphasized. He 

didn’t believe Leng Ruoxue at all. 

“Alas! Your Vice President Wu ran away with someone else. I won’t care about you anymore.” Leng 

Ruoxue sighed helplessly. 

“Ran away? With who?” another mystic couldn’t help asking. 

“Is there a need to ask!” Leng Ruoxue rolled her eyes and looked at the mystic like she was an idiot. 

“Could it be with Madam Sun?” The mystics guessed in whispers, completely ignoring Leng Ruoxue and 

the others. 



Leng Ruoxue was a little speechless seeing the mystics who were baring their fangs and brandishing 

their claws just now discussing Wu Gong’s gossip. Alas! These mystics were really out of line. Moreover, 

their imagination was quite rich. 

“Poor Wu Gong. He died and was wronged,” Empty whispered with a light smile. 

“I didn’t wrong him. These people from the Mystic Association are too imaginative,” Leng Ruoxue said 

innocently. Alas! She couldn’t tell these people that Wu Gong was dead, right? That would be a huge 

blow to them! 

“Yes, gossip is everywhere.” Empty sighed and said helplessly. Alas! He also realized that mystics were 

becoming more and more foolish these days! 

“Yes, hey. Are you done discussing? We’re here to challenge the hall. Hurry up and tell us what you 

think. Don’t count on Wu Gong.” Leng Ruoxue waited for a while and couldn’t help urging the mystics 

anxiously seeing that they were still talking non-stop. She still had to go back to sleep after settling the 

Mystic Association Headquarters! Therefore, she didn’t want to waste time. 

“Uh! It’s not convenient for the elders of the headquarters to see guests now. Come another day!” the 

mystic said after some thought. Alas! He had to quickly inform the elders about Vice President Wu and 

the others running away. Moreover, these people seemed to have ill intentions, so he really didn’t dare 

to provoke them. 

“Uncomfortable to see guests? Why? Are there also times when those old men are inconvenient every 

month?” Leng Ruoxue asked doubtfully. 

“Haha, looks like it.” The little old man laughed out loud without giving Leng Ruoxue any face when he 

heard this. The others couldn’t help but chuckle softly. 

“Of course not,” the mystic quickly denied. Boohoo… This woman was too evil. She actually distorted his 

words. Wouldn’t the elders skin him alive if they knew! 

“What’s so inconvenient about that? Anyway, we’re here to challenge the school. Have you seen anyone 

who asks the challenger to come another day?” Leng Ruoxue asked with a naughty smile. 

“Uh! No, but…” The mystic wanted to say something else but was interrupted by Leng Ruoxue. 

“Go and notify them quickly since you don’t have any! Of course, I have no objections if you choose to 

go and pass the message obediently after being beaten.” Leng Ruoxue gave them two choices and let 

them choose one themselves. 

“Erm… Wait a moment. We’ll inform the elders now,” the mystic said fearfully. Boohoo… He was only a 

small great mystic. Why were these people giving him so much pressure! 

“Yes, good. Those who know the facts are the best. Go quickly. I’ll only give you five minutes,” Leng 

Ruoxue reminded understandingly. 

“Hurry up and inform the elders that someone is coming to challenge the hall!” the mystic ordered the 

people beside him. Boohoo… He didn’t want to go in to bear the nameless anger of those elders. Their 

menopause had arrived. 



“Yes,” a mystic answered and left the door. 

“Erm… May I know your names?” the mystic asked with a forced smile. 

“Leng Ruoxue.” Leng Ruoxue gave her name bluntly and then looked at the mystic with a spurious smile. 

“Uh! What about them?” the mystic asked. In fact, he was a little surprised because he couldn’t 

understand how this woman could be Leng Ruoxue. He had seen Leng Ruoxue when she participated in 

the Mystic Association Headquarters competition, and she was not like this at all. However, he didn’t 

dare to ask. 

“You don’t have to know about them,” Leng Ruoxue said coldly and ignored the mystic. 

“Uh!” The mystic couldn’t help wiping the cold sweat off his forehead, his heart racing. Did he really 

want to know? He was just afraid that he wouldn’t be able to explain when the elders asked! 

Since Leng Ruoxue didn’t say anything, the mystics from the Mystic Association naturally didn’t dare to 

speak either. The atmosphere immediately fell to an icy cold point… 

“Erm… Elders, please enter.” A moment later, the mystic who went to pass on the message returned 

and broke the slightly depressed atmosphere. 

“Let’s go in!” Leng Ruoxue turned to everyone. 

“Okay.” Everyone nodded and then walked into the Mystic Association Headquarters with Leng Ruoxue. 

A mystic led the way and led Leng Ruoxue and the others to a side hall of the Mystic Association 

Headquarters. This was now the headquarters’ temporary office. 

After Leng Ruoxue and the others walked into the side hall, they found more than a dozen elders sitting 

in the hall. Each of the elders released their auras in an attempt to take them down a notch! 

“Hehe, is this how the elders treat their guests?” Leng Ruoxue said coldly with a light smile. 

Upon seeing the provocation of the elders of the Mystic Association, Cheng Wu and the others naturally 

released their mystic energy, unwilling to be outdone. For a time, the two sides began to compete 

quietly. Leng Ruoxue, the freak, Empty, and the little old man each found a seat and sat down calmly… 

The competition between experts was usually only for an instant, so soon, the elders of the Mystic 

Association Headquarters were unable to withstand the might of Cheng Wu and the others. Although 

they were also Mystic Sovereigns, how could the auras of these elders, who lived like princes and 

princesses all day, compare to Cheng Wu and the others who were in life and death tests almost every 

day! 

Chapter 563: The Divination Is Everywhere (2) 

“Hehe, Miss Leng, we don’t have any ill intentions,” the First Elder of the Mystic Association 

Headquarters said apologetically after a while and secretly swallowed the blood in his mouth! 

“Oh,” Leng Ruoxue answered lightly and gave Cheng Wu and the others a look. Cheng Wu and the 

others immediately retracted their auras and the pressure in the side hall immediately returned to 

normal! 



“May I know why Miss Leng and the others came to the headquarters?” The First Elder pretended to be 

confused and asked. He couldn’t help being surprised as he looked at Leng Ruoxue. Alas! He heard that 

Vice President Wu had been sending people to capture Leng Ruoxue, but he didn’t expect her to come 

knocking on his door. 

“Didn’t the mystic tell you just now? I’m here to challenge the hall,” Leng Ruoxue said bluntly. 

“Hehe, I don’t understand what Miss Leng means?” The First Elder said with a smile. 

“What I mean is that I want the Mystic Association to change the person in charge,” Leng Ruoxue said 

very bluntly. Hmph! Old fox, do you still want to pretend to be ignorant now? 

“Miss Leng, our president has been in seclusion for many years. The Vice President is in charge of the 

headquarters now, so we have to obtain the Vice President’s permission to change people,” First Elder 

said awkwardly. 

“First Elder, don’t think I don’t know that you want to replace Wu Gong now.” Leng Ruoxue exposed the 

First Elder’s lie rudely. Hmph! Did this old man really think she didn’t know what they were thinking? 

She didn’t believe that this old man would support Wu Gong after being locked up by Wu Gong for so 

long. 

“Erm… Miss Leng, this is an internal matter of our Mystic Association. You might be a Mystic, but you are 

not qualified to participate in the affairs of the Association Headquarters yet.” The First Elder could only 

put on the dignity of the First Elder seeing that he couldn’t dodge anymore. 

“Hehe, First Elder, you’re mistaken. I don’t want to get involved in the affairs of your headquarters. I just 

want you to recommend someone,” Leng Ruoxue said calmly. 

“Who do you want to recommend, Miss Leng?” The First Elder asked very politely. 

“Lan Ming, he’s the president of the Windless City’s Mystic Association and the disciple of your 

president. It’s only right and proper for him to be the person in charge of your headquarters!” Leng 

Ruoxue said with certainty. 

“Lan Ming? How is he qualified! He’s just a Mystic Monarch.” An elder immediately objected after 

hearing Leng Ruoxue’s words. Hmph! They had debated for so long before deciding on the final 

candidate. Now, it actually benefited Lan Ming! 

“If he’s not qualified, then who is?” Leng Ruoxue asked with a spurious smile. Hmph! These damn old 

men were really shameless. Must they force her to use force? 

“There are many people more qualified than Lan Ming in the Mystic Association Headquarters. How can 

a Mystic Monarch like him manage the headquarters? The other Mystics won’t be convinced then,” the 

elder said indignantly. 

“Will the other mystics not be convinced, or will you not be?” Leng Ruoxue asked coldly, the killing 

intent in her beautiful eyes so fast that others couldn’t capture it. 

“Of course the mystics won’t be convinced,” the elder said stubbornly, his expression a little unnatural. 



“Let Lan Ming be the acting president. Anyone who isn’t convinced, step forward if you have the guts!” 

Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful eyes glanced indifferently at the elders in the side hall. 

The elders looked at each other, but no one was willing to take the lead because they could tell that 

Leng Ruoxue definitely came with ill intentions. Moreover, they recognized Du Min, so they didn’t dare 

to act rashly at all! 

“Seems like you all don’t have guts!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help mocking when she saw that no one 

dared to say anything after waiting for a while. Her beautiful eyes even glanced at the elder who spoke 

just now. 

“I mean there will be mystics objecting.” The elder couldn’t help quibbling because he was very 

embarrassed by Leng Ruoxue’s gaze. 

“Oh, why don’t you call the Mystics from the headquarters or Carefree City in? I’ll see who’s against it,” 

Leng Ruoxue said casually. 

“This… isn’t too convenient, right?” the elder said with cold sweat flowing down his body. 

“What’s so inconvenient about that? Hurry up and call for help. I’ll wait for them here,” Leng Ruoxue 

said with very firm will. Hmph! Don’t expect me to leave obediently if these old foxes don’t settle the 

matter for me today. 

“Miss Leng, our Mystic Association is the largest association in the Boundless Heaven Continent. 

Therefore, choosing the acting president can’t be too casual,” First Elder braced himself and said. 

“Is it very casual to let Lan Ming be the acting president? First Elder, are you unwilling to let Lan Ming be 

the acting president or are you talking about other mystics?” Leng Ruoxue asked impatiently. She was 

already a little annoyed that these old things were beating around the bush with her! It seemed that 

some people had to use force, or they would not learn their lesson. 

“Erm…” The First Elder was speechless. Alas! He couldn’t say that they already had a candidate, but it 

wasn’t Lan Ming! 

“First Elder, you would probably have been locked up by Wu Gong if the Mystic Association hadn’t been 

blown up, right? Shouldn’t you be thanking me?” Leng Ruoxue said lightly with an intriguing smile on her 

lips. 

“Damn it, did you blow up the Mystic Association Headquarters?” Another elder was furious and 

couldn’t help asking loudly after hearing her words. 

“Eh, isn’t this Wu Gong’s lackey, Elder Hao? Why, have your injuries healed? I heard you were beaten up 

by a ghost because you did too many bad things!” Leng Ruoxue didn’t answer him but said 

sympathetically. 

“Damn it, how dare you blow up the Mystic Association Headquarters! We won’t let you go!” Elder Hao 

couldn’t help shouting angrily when he saw his embarrassing matter being brought up again. 

“Did I say that I blew up the headquarters? You idiot!” Leng Ruoxue said speechlessly with faint 

contempt in her beautiful eyes. 



“You were the one who said it just now, but you don’t admit it now!” Elder Hao was so angry! Damn 

Leng Ruoxue, how could she be so shameless! How despicable! 

“Elder Hao, looks like you’ve really been beaten silly. I only said that the First Elder should thank me. I 

didn’t say that I would be the one to blow up the headquarters!” Leng Ruoxue quibbled. 

Chapter 564: The Divination Is Everywhere (3) 

“Y-you, First Elder, you can’t let Leng Ruoxue go!” Elder Hao was so angry that his entire body was 

trembling, and he stammered a little to the First Elder. 

“Elder Hao, the First Elder isn’t your ally. You should worry about your outcome!” Leng Ruoxue 

reminded kindly. Alas! She was really impressed by Elder Hao’s hindsight! Didn’t this old man think that 

the Great Elder would let Wu Gong go if he died? 

“I… I’m an elder of the Mystic Association Headquarters!” Elder Hao was a little scared after hearing 

Leng Ruoxue’s words. Yes! The First Elder had always been on bad terms with Wu Gong. The First Elder 

and the others were originally locked up by Wu Gong, but after the incident at the headquarters, Wu 

Gong released the few elders he locked up because he lacked manpower. The first thing they did after 

coming out was to chase Wu Gong off the stage. Wu Gong was in a terrible fix because of Leng Ruoxue, 

so he had no time to deal with the First Elder and the others. 

“First Elder, are you really unwilling to let Lan Ming be the acting president?” Leng Ruoxue ignored Elder 

Hao’s final struggle and said directly to the First Elder. 

“Erm… we need to discuss.” The First Elder knew that Leng Ruoxue was threatening him, but he was 

helpless at all. Alas! In terms of strength, all of them combined were not Leng Ruoxue and the others’ 

match! 

“Okay, I’ll give you half an hour. If you can’t give me a satisfactory result in half an hour, don’t blame me 

for being nasty,” Leng Ruoxue said, half warningly and half threatening. She didn’t want to continue 

wasting time with these stinky old men. Since they didn’t give her face after discussing it nicely, she had 

to attack. 

“Miss Leng, half an hour is too short,” The First Elder couldn’t help but say. 

“Is that so? Then ten minutes will do,” Leng Ruoxue said very seriously. Hmph! She hated others 

bargaining with her! 

“Uh! Half an hour it is!” The First Elder was helpless. 

“Then what are we waiting for? Hurry up and discuss it. Two minutes have passed,” Leng Ruoxue urged, 

her beautiful face full of impatience. 

“Miss Leng, please wait for a moment.” The First Elder gathered the elders present in a corner and 

began to discuss. 

“Lass, will they agree?” the little old man whispered curiously. From the looks of the First Elder, they 

seemed to have a suitable candidate to replace Wu Gong! 



“They have no other choice,” Leng Ruoxue said confidently. Hmph! Don’t blame me for being ruthless if 

they don’t agree. 

Leng Ruoxue had already made up her mind that she would attack if these old men refused to give her 

face. The elders of the Mystic Association Headquarters who were discussing this in the corner were all 

depressed. 

“First Elder, what should we do now?” An elder in the corner couldn’t help asking. He had seen Leng 

Ruoxue in the Mystic Association Headquarters competition last time, but she was only an elementary 

mystic the last time he saw her. It hadn’t been long since then, and she was actually already a Mystic 

Monarch with so many Mystic Sovereigns protecting her. Alas! He had to suspect that Leng Ruoxue was 

from the Leng family now! 

“Alas! Tell me first!” The First Elder sighed and said helplessly. He didn’t expect Leng Ruoxue to be so 

domineering. It seemed like he had to make a decision today. Fortunately, most of the elders present 

were his people, so he could still influence their thoughts. 

“First Elder, if we really fight, we’re probably not Leng Ruoxue and the others’ match,” another elder 

said. He was still relatively rational among the elders. In fact, he felt that there was nothing wrong with 

letting Lan Ming be the acting president. After all, Lan Ming was the president’s disciple! 

“There’s no need for you to say that. Even a fool can see it,” another elder said with contempt. Hmph! 

Would they have endured so much if Leng Ruoxue didn’t have so many powerful subordinates by her 

side? 

“Elder Liu, Elder Wang, stop arguing. Now isn’t the time for us to coax each other,” First Elder said with 

some displeasure. He couldn’t help being a little depressed as he looked at the elders in front of him and 

stole glances at the Mystic Sovereigns beside Leng Ruoxue. Alas! It was no different from not knowing. It 

was a shock when compared! Why were the Mystic Sovereigns beside Leng Ruoxue all stronger than the 

elders of the headquarters! He couldn’t understand. The people the headquarters had always absorbed 

had always been the top! But why was it like this now! 

“First Elder, I think there’s nothing wrong with letting Lan Ming be the acting president,” Elder Liu said 

bluntly after hearing the First Elder’s words. 

“How can that be? Lan Ming is only a Mystic Monarch. Our headquarters has been established for 

thousands of years, and there has never been a precedent of a Mystic Monarch in charge! Wouldn’t the 

major families laugh at us if news of this were to spread!” Elder Wang immediately objected. 

“What’s there to laugh about? Lan Ming is the president’s disciple, and his aptitude can be considered 

top-notch. I believe that it won’t be long before he can advance to Mystic Sovereign, so I support him as 

the acting president.” Elder Liu took the lead to express his attitude! 

“I support you too.” Many elders began to agree after seeing Elder Liu’s stance. 

“I object,” Elder Wang said in disapproval. 

“Since most of them are supportive, let Lan Ming be the acting president of our headquarters. This way, 

we can have an explanation with the president when he comes out of seclusion!” the First Elder said 



resolutely and looked at the Second Elder, who had been silent, with a slight apology. The Elder 

Consortium originally chose the Second Elder, but now… 

“First Elder, Lan Ming can’t convince the public at all by being the acting president of our headquarters. 

Moreover, what will become of the Second Elder by letting a young brat be the acting president of the 

headquarters?” Elder Wang said without giving up. Hmph! He had nothing to say if the Second Elder was 

the acting president. However, he was unwilling to let a young brat ride on his head. 

“So be it. Don’t use me as an excuse. I have no objections to Lan Ming being the acting president,” the 

Second Elder, who had been silent, said lazily. His shrewd eyes kept sneaking glances at Leng Ruoxue. 

However, he realized that he couldn’t see through this young girl at all! 

“Elder Wang, Second Elder has no objections. Do you still object?” The First Elder asked lightly. 

Chapter 565: The Divination Is Everywhere (4) 

“How can I have any objections if the Second Elder doesn’t mind?” Elder Wang said helplessly. In fact, he 

despised the Second Elder, who he didn’t dare to fight for. However, his status was higher than his, so 

he could only hold his anger in. 

First Elder looked at Elder Wang with a slightly deeper meaning, and then strode to Leng Ruoxue and 

said, “Miss Leng, we’ve discussed it. We agree to let Lan Ming be the acting president of the 

headquarters.” 

“First Elder, your decision is wise,” Leng Ruoxue praised. In fact, she had already seen through the 

thoughts of these elders through Baby’s mind reading just now. Therefore, she was very clear about 

those elders with ill intentions, and she did not intend to stay behind. 

“Miss Leng, may I know where Lan Ming is now?” The First Elder searched among Leng Ruoxue and the 

others but found no trace of Lan Ming, and couldn’t help asking curiously. 

“First Elder, I’m here,” Lan Ming said speechlessly. Alas! Little Snowy’s appearance changing pill’s effects 

were really extraordinary. No one could recognize him! 

“Uh! You’re Lan Ming? Are you disfigured?” the First Elder asked in disbelief and couldn’t help rubbing 

his eyes. In his heart, Lan Ming was a rare peerless handsome man! How did he become so ugly! 

“No. I was afraid that Wu Gong would find out, so I changed my appearance.” Two drops of cold sweat 

hung on Lan Ming’s forehead as he explained. Alas! The First Elder’s imagination was really rich. He was 

impressed! 

“Oh, it’s good that you’re not disfigured.” The First Elder was relieved. In fact, he had a good impression 

of Lan Ming. He would probably have considered letting Lan Ming be the acting president long ago if not 

for Lan Ming’s strength being too low. 

“Little Lan Lan, eat this!” Leng Ruoxue took out a pill and handed it to Lan Ming after hearing their 

conversation. 

“Oh.” Lan Ming took the pill and directly sent it into his mouth, waiting for the medicinal effects to take 

effect! 



Time passed slowly… 

“Which one of you isn’t afraid of death? How dare you cause trouble in the headquarters?” Suddenly, a 

furious roar sounded in everyone’s ears. Immediately after, a beggar covered in dirt barged in angrily… 

Leng Ruoxue looked at this uninvited beggar speechlessly and was puzzled. Who was this old man? 

When did such a person appear in the Mystic Association? With this in mind, her gaze couldn’t help 

turning to the First Elder. 

‘Don’t look at me like that. I don’t know this person either,’ the First Elder said silently with his gaze. 

Elder Cang’s face was full of confusion. Uh! He was very sure that he didn’t know this person. Why did 

this person look more anxious than him, the First Elder? He couldn’t understand no matter what! 

“Who dares to cause trouble in the headquarters?” The dirty beggar couldn’t help shouting when he 

saw that no one was paying attention to him. 

However, no one bothered with him… 

“Uh! Erm… May I ask what’s the matter?” First Elder asked helplessly. Alas! He was the First Elder, so he 

had to stick his head out sometimes! 

“Of course that is something. I heard that someone came to the headquarters to cause trouble, so I 

came to support you. Hmph! Who’s here to cause trouble? Come out and show me if you have the 

guts!” The beggar looked at everyone present with a deep gaze and said with full force. 

“I’m sorry, Senior. You’re mistaken. No one came to the headquarters to cause trouble.” The First Elder 

sighed softly and said speechlessly. Alas! He really didn’t know where this old man came from. 

Moreover, he couldn’t see through the old beggar’s strength, so his words were very respectful. 

“You call me Senior? Haha!” The old beggar was stunned, and then he laughed hysterically… 

“Uh!” The First Elder was a little displeased. This beggar was stronger than him. What was wrong with 

calling him senior? Did he have to smile like this! 

“You’re Master?” At this moment, Lan Ming, who had been observing by the side for a long time, asked 

uncertainly, his face that had recovered its original appearance was full of question marks. 

“Eh? Little Ming’er, why are you here? When did you come?” the old beggar asked in puzzlement. He 

clearly didn’t see Lan Ming just now. Where did Lan Ming come from? 

“You’re really my master!” Lan Ming was a little speechless. In his memory, his master cared the most 

about appearance. Why had he become like this now? 

“Nonsense, how can I be fake?” the old beggar roared angrily. Boohoo… It was one thing that the First 

Elder didn’t recognize him, but even his disciple didn’t recognize him. Was his current image really that 

bad? 

“What does my master like to eat the most?” Lan Ming still didn’t quite believe this beggar and couldn’t 

help asking probingly. 



“Uh! I can’t tell you,” the old beggar said with an awkward expression. He kept staring at his disciple. 

Boohoo… Stinky Little Ming’er, you’re really asking for it! 

“Little Snowy, he should be my master.” Lan Ming looked at Leng Ruoxue. 

“What do you mean by should be? I’m your master!” the old beggar roared with some dissatisfaction 

when he heard Lan Ming’s words. 

“So this is how your master is! He’s really not as famous as he looks!” Leng Ruoxue said with a smile. 

“Lass, don’t be mistaken. I’m not like this. I just haven’t showered for too long!” the old beggar said 

unpleasantly. Uh! Little Ming’er was with them, so they should be his disciple’s friends! Boohoo… He 

knew that he had embarrassed Little Ming’er! He hoped that this girl was not his future disciple’s wife. 

Otherwise, he would really be too ashamed to see her in the future! His imagination began to run wild… 

“Oh, I understand,” Leng Ruoxue said very understandingly. She really didn’t expect this beggar to be 

the master that Lan Ming always mentioned. Uh! Since the president of the Mystic Association 

Headquarters had already emerged from seclusion, there should be nothing for her here. However, she 

wanted to know who told him that someone came to the Mystic Association Headquarters to cause 

trouble. 

“Hehe, it’s good that you understand.” The old beggar smiled happily. As expected of his disciple’s 

friend, he was so understanding! 

“President, you’re out of seclusion?” First Elder, who finally recovered from his daze, asked in disbelief. 

Uh! The president’s current image was really too unexpected! 
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“Nonsense. How can I stand here if I don’t come out of seclusion?” The old beggar glared and roared 

with some displeasure. 

“President, why didn’t you take a bath first after coming out of seclusion! If other mystics see you like 

this, it will damage your image,” the First Elder reminded. 

“Hmph! If I didn’t hear that someone came to the Mystic Association Headquarters to cause trouble and 

was worried that you couldn’t handle it, would I have run over anxiously as soon as I emerged from 

seclusion? You heartless fellows actually dare to despise me!” the old beggar complained with a 

wronged face, tears seeming to emerge in his deep black eyes! 

“Uh!” The First Elder didn’t know what to say. Boohoo… When did he despise the president! How could 

the president wrong him! 

“First Elder, where are the troublemakers?” the old beggar asked in puzzlement. He hadn’t seen anyone 

causing trouble even after coming for a long time! Hmph! Damn it, how dare they lie to him! 

“President, didn’t I say that no one is causing trouble!” The First Elder said helplessly. 

“Uh! But Elder Hao told me that someone will cause trouble! He shouldn’t dare to lie to me, right?” The 

old beggar’s face was full of question marks. 



“Did Elder Hao tell you?” First Elder asked while suppressing his anger. No wonder he hadn’t seen Elder 

Hao. He had gone to look for the president! 

“Yes! I happened to meet him when I came out of seclusion. He told me what happened recently and 

said that someone happened to be here to cause trouble now, so I rushed over!” the old beggar 

explained, his black face full of anger because he didn’t expect that Elder Hao would actually dare to lie 

to him! How ridiculous, this was not deliberately embarrassing him! 

“Master, the people who are causing trouble Elder Hao mentioned should be us,” Lan Ming said 

helplessly. However, he gritted his teeth in hatred for Elder Hao in his heart. Hmph! Damn Elder Hao, he 

actually wanted his master to deal with them. He really had ulterior motives! 

“Uh! Little Ming’er, what happened?” The old beggar was confused. However, as the president of the 

Mystic Association, he still had intelligence. Now, he knew that he had almost been used! 

“Master, this sentence isn’t clear either. You should go and freshen up first. I’ll tell you later,” Lan Ming 

reminded. Alas! Master’s current appearance was really too damaging to his image. 

“Uh! Okay, okay. But where is my room now?” the old beggar asked in distress. He didn’t expect the 

headquarters to be destroyed like this after only a few years of seclusion. 

“President, I’ll bring you there!” The First Elder said awkwardly. Alas! It would always end up like this. He 

really didn’t have the face to see the president! 

“Okay, bring me there quickly!” the old beggar urged. He really couldn’t stand his dirty appearance now! 

“President, please follow me.” The First Elder brought the old beggar to his temporary room. 

After the First Elder and the old beggar left, Leng Ruoxue called Cheng Wu to her side and whispered a 

few words to him. Then Cheng Wu left the side hall with Song Di and Hei Zi… 

“Xue’er, where did they go?” Empty couldn’t help asking curiously after Cheng Wu and the others left. 

“To deal with Elder Hao,” Leng Ruoxue said very calmly. 

“Oh!” Empty answered lightly. He was not surprised by Xue’er’s decision. On the contrary, he would feel 

that it was abnormal if Xue’er let Elder Hao go! 

“Little Snowy, let me out.” Suddenly, Icy sent Leng Ruoxue a voice transmission. 

“Okay,” Leng Ruoxue answered. She released Icy from the bracelet with a thought. 

After Icy emerged, it found a relatively comfortable position in Leng Ruoxue’s arms and lay down. Its ice 

blue eyes kept glancing at the elders in the hall with a spurious smile… 

The expressions of the elders in the side hall became very strange when they saw the puppy that 

suddenly appeared. Some even revealed fear… 

Leng Ruoxue caressed Icy’s soft fur and observed the elders’ reactions. She couldn’t help being a little 

helpless about Icy’s bad taste. Alas! Little Icy’s power was really unparalleled! Look at how scared those 

elders were the moment it appeared! She really felt some pity for those poor old men now! 



“W-why did you let this puppy out?” Elder Wang, who was already a little guilty, was so scared that his 

legs were trembling and his words were a little shaky when he saw Icy. 

“I’m happy. Why? Can’t I?” Leng Ruoxue glanced at Elder Wang and said irritably. 

“Hehe, don’t be afraid! I won’t bully you, provided you have to be good!” Icy comforted very kindly, its 

fluffy little face hanging with an amiable smile! 

“Then… then why did you come out!” Elder Wang wiped the cold sweat off his forehead and 

stammered. Boohoo… There was no one in Carefree City who didn’t know about the glorious deeds of 

this puppy. Mystic Sovereigns couldn’t even last a round in its hands, so he instinctively felt afraid after 

seeing this puppy. Boohoo… The pressure this puppy gave him was really too great! Moreover, he 

believed that if Leng Ruoxue revealed this puppy from the start, no one would definitely dare to oppose 

Lan Ming becoming the acting president of the headquarters! 

“I want to come out for some air!” Icy whispered aggrievedly. Tears flashed in its ice blue eyes as if it 

was about to cry! 

“Uh! It’s good to take a breather. Welcome out for a breather!” Elder Liu hurriedly coaxed when he saw 

this. He kept staring at Elder Wang, who almost made this puppy cry, with his eyes, cursing Elder Wang 

half to death in his heart! 

“Yes, yes. Coming out to take a breather is good for the body,” Elder Wang hurriedly echoed, but he was 

extremely aggrieved in his heart. Boohoo… Why did that puppy love to cry so much! He didn’t say 

anything! However, his mind became much more well-behaved after Icy came out! 

“Yes, I’ve gained weight,” Icy said, very displeased. Alas! It had been eating too well recently, and it had 

become a little round, so it had to come out to exercise. Otherwise, Little Snow probably wouldn’t be 

able to carry it in a few days! 

“Uh, Little Icy, don’t bite my master!” Lan Ming pleaded worriedly because he remembered Little Icy 

saying before that it wanted to bite his master! 
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“Depends on my mood!” Icy said lightly. Hmph! It came out to bite that old man. Otherwise, it would 

sleep in the space! 

“Little Icy!” Icy’s tone made Lan Ming very worried. 

“Little Lan Lan, I won’t bite him to death for your sake. Don’t worry!” Icy comforted her. Alas! It was so 

difficult to do things with acquaintances! It couldn’t even bite people to its heart’s content! 

“Uh!” Lan Ming didn’t know what to say. It seemed like Little Icy had already made up its mind. 

Boohoo… Master! Take care, pray for yourself! Your disciple has already tried his best! 

The First Elder and the old beggar returned to the side hall while Lan Ming was praying. 

“Master!” Lan Ming hurriedly called out when he saw his master in his memory. He secretly winked at 

his master, wanting him to be careful! 



However, the old beggar obviously didn’t understand his disciple’s intentions. Instead, he walked 

happily to Leng Ruoxue and the others and said, “Hehe, I was rude just now. This is the real me. Let me 

introduce myself again! I’m Yu Lin, the president of the Mystic Association Headquarters!” 

“Leng Ruoxue!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help but exclaim in her heart as she looked at the old beggar who 

had washed up and looked brand new. People really rely on clothes! She didn’t expect this old man to 

be a rare peerless handsome man! 

Yu Lin looked to be about forty years old. He was handsome and had an extraordinary bearing. His aura 

was completely restrained, giving people a very amiable feeling! 

“Miss Leng, I wonder if you and Little Ming’er…” Yu Lin asked curiously, the word ‘gossip’ written on his 

handsome face. 

“We’re friends!” Leng Ruoxue said speechlessly. Alas! Could this old man have any thoughts? It was best 

not to. Otherwise, his outcome would be tragic! 

“Oh, just friends?” Yu Lin asked stubbornly. 

“Yes, maybe not even friends.” Leng Ruoxue held the freak’s arm and said lightly. 

“Uh! That’s too bad!” Yu Lin’s face was full of pity. 

“Master!” Lan Ming glared at his master with great dissatisfaction. Alas! When could his master have 

some foresight! He was really very helpless against his master’s dullness! 

“Why are you so loud? I’m not deaf!” Yu Lin complained. 

“Uh! Little Snowy, don’t mind. My master likes to joke.” Lan Ming ignored his master’s complaint and 

looked at Leng Ruoxue and the freak apologetically. 

“It’s okay!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile, her beautiful eyes looking at the freak comfortingly. Uh! 

She didn’t want the freak to fly into a rage! 

“Are you the president of the Mystic Association Headquarters?” Icy asked lazily in Leng Ruoxue’s arms 

in order to ease the slightly awkward atmosphere, its ice blue eyes staring at Yu Lin. 

“Yes, I am,” Yu Lin replied honestly, even though he didn’t know why the puppy in front of him was 

asking him this! 

“Hehe, I just want to confirm.” Icy smiled maliciously. Then it opened its little mouth and bit Yu Lin’s arm 

fiercely! 

“Aaahhhh!” Immediately, a heartbreaking scream spread through the entire side hall… 

The elders in the side hall looked at the puppy, which was biting the president’s arm, in horror, and 

couldn’t help but break out in cold sweat… 

Compared to the reactions of the elders, Leng Ruoxue and the others were much calmer. They watched 

this scene coldly, and no one spoke! 



After Yu Lin was bitten, he kept shaking his arm, wanting to shake the puppy off his arm. However, Icy 

didn’t move at all. It only jumped away from the bloody arm after it had bitten enough! 

Icy returned to Leng Ruoxue’s arms after biting her. It even closed its eyes to pretend to be asleep, as if 

everything that happened just now had nothing to do with it… 

Leng Ruoxue looked at Yu Lin’s mangled arm and then at the composed Icy. Two drops of cold sweat 

dripped down her forehead. Uh! Little Icy was really ruthless! Fortunately, the body of the Mystic 

Supremacy was sturdy enough. Otherwise, this arm would have been bitten off if it were anyone else! 

“Master, are you okay?” Lan Ming looked at the injury on his master’s arm and hurriedly handed him a 

pill and asked worriedly. Boohoo… Poor master! Little Icy’s bite was really ruthless! 

“You’ll know if I’m okay after being bitten like this!” Yu Lin took the pill and threw it directly into his 

mouth. He said angrily, his eyes staring at Leng Ruoxue pitifully, and he was even more resentful in his 

heart. Boohoo… Why didn’t this dog tie itself up a little! How could it jump out and bite anyone 

casually? He didn’t know if this dog was sick or not. Boohoo… Should he take an injection! His 

imagination began to run wild again! 

“Master, I’m not the one who bit you!” Lan Ming murmured aggrievedly and looked at Leng Ruoxue 

resentfully! 

Leng Ruoxue turned her head to the side, ignoring the pitiful gazes of the master and disciple. 

“Miss Leng, your dog bit me. Tell me what to do!” Yu Lin could only say bluntly, seeing Leng Ruoxue not 

react under his gaze. 

“Oh!” Leng Ruoxue answered lightly without any other reaction! 

“That’s it? Your dog bit me!” Yu Lin said in disbelief. 

“I know. You said it.” Leng Ruoxue pretended to be stupid. 

“Don’t you have anything to say since you know? Your dog bit me!” Yu Lin reminded. 

“Alas! You’re too careless! However, my Little Icy won’t bite just anyone. You must have provoked it!” 

Leng Ruoxue said with a face full of regret and irresponsibly pushed the blame to the unlucky Yu Lin. 

“It’s my first time seeing it today. How can I provoke it? Miss Leng, you can’t be like this. You have to be 

responsible for your dog biting me!” Yu Lin expressed very clearly. Hmph! You can’t pretend to be 

stupid! He wasn’t someone who could be bitten by just anyone! 

“How do you want me to take responsibility? Why don’t I let you bite it too so that you can call it even?” 

Leng Ruoxue suggested with a smile. 
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“I don’t want to!” Yu Lin objected strongly. Hmph! He was a human. How could he go and bite a puppy! 

If news of this spread, would he still want to survive on the Boundless Heaven Continent in the future! 

“You didn’t want it yourself. Don’t blame me!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile as if she was relieved. 



“You’re shameless! How can you do this!” Yu Lin sobbed. 

“Uh! Don’t tell me you’re going to cry! You were just bitten. Is there a need to?” Leng Ruoxue said 

speechlessly. Could Yu Lin not be so childish! 

“Boohoo… I was bitten by a dog! It hurts. I wonder if your dog has any illness!” Yu Lin said worriedly. 

“Damn it, you’re the one who’s sick! Biting you is because I think highly of you. I don’t bite just anyone!” 

Icy immediately roared furiously when it heard Yu Lin’s words! Damn it, it was not a dog! Why did 

everyone treat it as a dog! 

“Uh! Then don’t think too highly of me! My arm was about to be bitten off by you!” Yu Lin said 

speechlessly. Alas! This was the first time he had seen such a cocky dog! This dog was indeed a little 

different, but it was still a dog no matter how special it was! It was very troublesome to be bitten by a 

dog! 

“Hmph! I’ll bite you to death directly if you’re not Little Lan Lan’s master!” Icy said fiercely. 

“Uh! Little dog, do I have a grudge with you? I promise I’ve never eaten dog meat!” Yu Lin asked in 

puzzlement. He really couldn’t understand when he had offended this puppy! 

“Look at what the Mystic Association Headquarters has become now. Hmph! Who asked you to be the 

president of the headquarters? Who else should I bite but you?” Icy said matter-of-factly. In its opinion, 

this half old man had to be punished because he couldn’t manage the headquarters well! Therefore, he 

was bitten! 

“The headquarters…” Yu Lin was speechless. It seemed like something had happened to the 

headquarters. Alas! He saw that the headquarters was almost in ruins the moment he emerged. He 

didn’t know what had happened, but the headquarters’ current appearance shouldn’t have anything to 

do with him, right? He had been in seclusion! Moreover, no matter what the headquarters became, it 

had nothing to do with this puppy, right? Why should it bite him! He felt especially aggrieved thinking of 

this! 

“The headquarters is in this state now. As the president of the headquarters, you can’t escape the 

blame, so don’t think that you have nothing to do with it just because you’re in seclusion. Hmph! Would 

the headquarters have become like this if you didn’t have poor judgment of people?” Icy saw through Yu 

Lin’s thoughts and said coldly. 

“Can any of you tell me what exactly is going on?” Yu Lin frowned and asked the elders in the hall with 

some displeasure when he heard Icy’s words. Alas! This puppy’s words made him a little ashamed. Yes! 

He might be in seclusion, but no matter what happened in the headquarters, he couldn’t shirk the 

responsibility as the president of the headquarters. It seemed like he was really going back farther and 

farther as he lived. He was actually inferior to a puppy! He really deserved to be bitten! He didn’t suffer 

this bite for nothing! He understood! 

The elders looked at each other, not knowing how to say it. Even the First Elder lowered his head, not 

daring to look at Yu Lin! 

“Master, I’ll tell you!” Lan Ming mustered his courage and said when he saw that none of the elders 

dared to speak. Alas! Hopefully, the Master wouldn’t be angry when he knew. One had to know that 



even though the Master was usually polite and refined, no one in the Mystic Association Headquarters 

could withstand it if he really became angry! 

“Okay, Little Ming’er, tell Master,” Yu Lin said while suppressing his anger. 

Lan Ming nodded. Then he described in detail everything that had happened in the headquarters during 

his master’s seclusion, as well as what Wu Gong and the others had done… 

After hearing Lan Ming’s words, Yu Lin’s frown became tighter and tighter, and his face became darker 

and darker. In the end, the elders present didn’t even dare to breathe heavily! 

Leng Ruoxue laughed in her heart as she listened to Lan Ming’s vivid description. Hehe, it seemed that 

her education of Lan Ming had begun to take effect. Lan Ming had actually learned to add oil to the fire. 

Moreover, he had even told her master about Wu Gong’s gossip scandal, haha! 

“Damn it, where’s Wu Gong? Elder Wang, get Wu Gong here!” Yu Lin ordered furiously after hearing his 

disciple’s statement. 

“Uh! President, Vice President Wu is missing. It’s said that she eloped with someone!” Elder Wang 

whispered fearfully. Boohoo… He realized that after the president emerged from seclusion this time, his 

aura had become stronger than before, so he had no choice but to behave! 

“Elope? Who did he elope with? Would anyone want that old thing?” Yu Lin said with slight mockery. 

“Probably with Madam Sun.” Elder Wang wiped the cold sweat off his forehead and said ingratiatingly. 

“Uh! Which Madam Sun?” Yu Lin was stunned and didn’t react for a moment. 

“She’s the wife of the acting patriarch of the Sun family,” Elder Wang explained carefully. Boohoo… This 

was a secret that couldn’t be revealed by the super families. Why did it have to come out of his mouth! 

“Haha, that old man Wu Gong is really too useless. He’s still thinking about that old woman!” Yu Lin said 

with a mocking smile on his face. He thought Wu Gong had a new lover when Lan Ming told him just 

now! He really didn’t expect it to be that old woman. Alas! It seemed that Wu Gong was really hopeless. 

However, would that old woman really abandon Madam Sun’s noble status and elope with Wu Gong? 

He was a little skeptical! 

“Uh!” Several black lines couldn’t help but slide down the elders’ foreheads, and they couldn’t help but 

grumble in their hearts in unison. President! Don’t say these shameful things. The Mystic Association 

Headquarters would become a laughing stock if news of it spread! 

“Elder Wang, send a letter to the patriarch of the Sun family. Tell him that his wife abducted the vice 

president of our Mystic Association and asked him to return her!” Yu Lin said, wanting to see the world 

burn. His handsome face was full of gloating smiles. Hmph! Wu Gong had done so many ‘good’ things 

for the Mystic Association and bullied his disciple. He couldn’t let that adulterous couple be too 

carefree! 

“President, this isn’t too good, right? This concerns Vice President Wu’s reputation, right?” Cold sweat 

rolled down Elder Wang’s forehead as he wanted to cry but had no tears. Boohoo… Why did the 

president capture him as an able-bodied man! Why didn’t he think of him for a good thing! He was so 

depressed! 
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“What’s Vice President Wu’s reputation? I’m doing this for the reputation of our headquarters, so I have 

to capture Wu Gong and punish him!” Yu Lin said with determination. Hmph! Wu Gong caused so much 

trouble while he was in seclusion and caused him to be bitten by a dog. He had to find that damn Wu 

Gong to settle this score! 

“President…” Elder Wang called out softly, still wanting to make a final struggle! 

“Why aren’t you going yet?” Yu Lin glared at Elder Wang and asked with displeasure with a dark 

handsome face. 

“I… I don’t dare to go myself,” Elder Wang sobbed spinelessly. He could already foresee that he would 

definitely be skinned alive by the acting patriarch of the Sun family if he went to the Sun family alone. 

“Look at your bear-like appearance. You are an elder of our Mystic Association. That green-furred turtle 

from the Sun family won’t dare to do anything to you. At most, he will give you a good beating, so 

there’s no need to be afraid. Go ahead boldly!” Yu Lin encouraged nonchalantly. However, he didn’t 

think so in his heart. In fact, he couldn’t wait for that long-furred turtle from the Sun family to kill Elder 

Wang! As for why! Hehe! It could only be understood but not explained! 

“President, I really don’t dare to go alone. Boohoo…” Elder Wang cried as he spoke. People who didn’t 

know would definitely think that he had been bullied by others with that pitiful appearance! 

“Oh, this isn’t easy to deal with!” Yu Lin frowned, his handsome face full of difficulties! 

“Elder Wang, how about this! Go ask those elders yourself and see if any of them are willing to 

accompany you. I won’t stop them if any of them want to go. However, I can’t force them if no one is 

willing to accompany you to the Sun family, right?” Yu Lin continued after thinking for a while. 

Moreover, what he said implied that he was a good and understanding president who wouldn’t force 

others! 

Or not? Elder Wang was resentful. You said you won’t force them, so why must you force me to go? 

Boohoo… This is obviously contradictory! Moreover, he couldn’t understand either. Didn’t the president 

just come out of seclusion? He shouldn’t have any leverage against the president! Why did the president 

scheme against him like this? With this in mind, he stole a glance at Yu Lin and then turned his gaze to 

the other elders… 

After seeing his inquisitive gaze, all the elders present turned their heads to the other side in unison, 

ignoring his plea for help. Anyway, the president said that he would not force them to accompany the 

unlucky Elder Wang to the Sun family, so they were not afraid. However, everyone was working 

together after all, so it was not good to be too stiff. Therefore, pretending to be muddle-headed was the 

best choice! 

“Elder Chen, come with me!” Elder Wang could only name names when he saw that everyone ignored 

him. Hmph! Don’t you want to hide, you ungrateful things? I won’t let you have your way, so the first 

person he called was also the elder who usually had the best relationship with him! 

“Elder Wang, I really want to accompany you, but I’m really sorry. It’s inconvenient for me to travel 

these few days. Otherwise, it will bring you disaster!” Elder Chen, whose name was mentioned, had a 



troubled expression on his old face. Boohoo… Going to the Sun family was not a good job! It was difficult 

to say if he could return alive. How could he be willing to accompany Elder Wang, who was despised by 

the president, to his death! 

“It’s okay. I don’t mind,” Elder Wang said through gritted teeth. Hmph! Praising their usually good 

relationship, but Elder Chen actually didn’t give him face. He hated it! 

“But I mind! It’s fine if anything happens to me alone. I’ll feel guilty for life if I implicate you,” Elder Chen 

said hurriedly. 

“Hehe, Elder Wang, don’t force Elder Chen since it’s inconvenient. Ask the other elders! Perhaps 

someone will be willing to accompany you!” Yu Lin spoke before Elder Wang. His words made the 

extremely unwilling Elder Chen heave a huge sigh of relief, but it made Elder Wang extremely 

depressed! 

“Elder Liu, accompany me!” Elder Wang saw that he could not count on the elders who were usually on 

good terms with him, so he could only seek help from the elders who were not on good terms with him, 

hoping that there would be a righteous person among them willing to accompany him to the Sun family! 

However, his wishful thinking was wrong because Elder Liu ignored him at all. Instead, he closed his eyes 

and pretended to sleep. Elder Wang was so angry that he almost vomited blood seeing this situation! 

“Elder Wang, looks like you’re the only one who can deliver the letter!” Yu Lin said helplessly. Alas! In 

fact, he sympathized with Elder Wang because in his opinion, no one was willing to face difficulties with 

him because Elder Wang’s social relations were too poor! 

“Alas! Alright, I’ll set off for the Sun family tomorrow.” Elder Wang braced himself. In fact, his heart was 

bleeding! 

“Don’t wait for tomorrow. You can set off now,” Yu Lin urged anxiously. 

“Uh! President, it’s getting late. If I set off now, I’ll have to sleep on the streets tonight,” Elder Wang 

reminded. Boohoo… He really didn’t know how he had offended the president, why he was so impatient 

to chase him away! 

“Oh, then stay for the night and set off tomorrow morning!” Yu Lin looked at the sky. 

“Yes, then I’ll take my leave and rest first,” Elder Wang said, wanting to cry but had no tears. Alas! He 

didn’t dare to stay any longer. Otherwise, he didn’t know what the president would think of to mess 

with him again. Therefore, it was better to disappear in front of the president as soon as possible! 

“Okay, First Elder, go and rest too!” Yu Lin nodded and said to the First Elder and the others. 

“President, we’ll take our leave first.” The First Elder bowed slightly and left the side hall with the elders 

after speaking! 

Leng Ruoxue looked at Yu Lin openly when she saw that the elders of the Mystic Association 

Headquarters had left. To be honest, she originally thought that Yu Lin was an old man out of line! 

However, Yu Lin’s performance just now showed her his scheming and protective side. Alas! It seemed 

like he was another old man who liked to pretend! 



“Lass, I’ll be embarrassed if you look at me so intently!” Yu Lin said shamelessly when he felt Leng 

Ruoxue’s inquisitive gaze, his handsome face even revealing a shy expression! 

Chapter 570: Yu Lin Became The Target Of The Two Hairy Beasts(1) 

Uh! Leng Ruoxue was sweating profusely. She retracted her evaluation of Yu Lin. This fellow was an old 

man who disconnected frequently and was occasionally normal. 

“Old Man, I’m not looking at you attentively. Don’t flatter yourself,” Leng Ruoxue said speechlessly. 

Alas! Why was this old man so familiar with himself! He was Miss Leng previously! He had become a 

little girl now! 

“What did you call me? Old… Old Man? Am I that old?” Yu Lin was a little angry when he heard Leng 

Ruoxue call him that. His eyes were full of accusation as he looked at her with tears in them! 

“You might look very young, but you’re already an old man!” Leng Ruoxue said with certainty. 

“We don’t care about age, only appearance,” Yu Lin said shamelessly. Boohoo… He was determined not 

to be called an old man. Otherwise, he would have maintained himself so well for nothing! 

“Old fart, don’t embarrass yourself because of your old age. I’m blushing for you,” the little old man 

scolded helplessly. 

“Uh! Why are you here, old thing? When did you come?” Yu Lin said in surprise. He didn’t see this fellow 

just now! This was a genuine old man! 

“It’s not your fault that your eyesight isn’t good!” the little old man said with a spurious smile. Hmph! He 

had known Yu Lin for more than a day or two, so he knew his shortcomings very well. Yu Lin often 

couldn’t see others unless that person took the initiative to talk to him! 

“Uh! Hehe! Hehe!” Yu Lin laughed dryly, trying to hide his embarrassment! 

“Hmph!” The little old man snorted and ignored Yu Lin. 

“Lass, he’s the old man. I’m different from him, so don’t call me old man! You’ll call me Old Du!” Yu Lin 

said to Leng Ruoxue very seriously, seeing that the little old man was ignoring him. 

“But you’re also an old man in my eyes,” Leng Ruoxue said stubbornly. 

“Lass…” Yu Lin wanted to say something but was interrupted by Leng Ruoxue! 

“Grandpa Du, Empty, let’s go!” Leng Ruoxue looked at the people around her. With that, she stood up 

and pulled the freak out of the side hall, and the little old man and the others naturally followed closely 

behind! 

“Lass!” Yu Lin hurriedly shouted from behind, seeing Leng Ruoxue leave. However, he didn’t receive any 

response! 

“Master, stop shouting! Rest early today!” Lan Ming also left behind Leng Ruoxue and the others after 

speaking… 

Leng Ruoxue and the others returned to the Carefree Hall after leaving the Mystic Association. 



After returning to her room, Leng Ruoxue brought the freak and Empty into the bracelet! 

“Big Sister!” Qing Jue appeared in front of Leng Ruoxue and the others. 

“Qing Jue, what are they doing?” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help asking curiously when she saw her beasts 

gathered together. 

“Uh! Big Hairy and Second Hairy suffered a blow, so everyone is comforting them,” Qing Jue explained. 

“What setback did they suffer?” Leng Ruoxue and the others’ faces were full of question marks. No one 

should be able to bully the two bears if they stayed in the space! Moreover, they were transcendent 

divine beasts and were powerful. People who wanted to bully them had to think twice! 

“The president of the Mystic Association Headquarters said that Elder Wang looked like a bear just now, 

so they were unhappy,” Qing Jue said speechlessly. Alas! These two bears were still sentimental. 

“Aren’t we talking about Elder Wang? What does it have to do with them?” Leng Ruoxue asked in 

puzzlement. 

“They think that the president is calling them stupid!” Qing Jue said, his pink face full of helplessness! 

“Uh!” Leng Ruoxue was also speechless. Were Big Hairy and Little Hairy thinking too much! What Yu Lin 

scolded Elder Wang really had nothing to do with them! 

“Hehe, Xue’er, your beast is quite interesting,” Empty said with a chuckle. 

“They’re not my beasts. They’re Old Man Zao,” Leng Ruoxue reminded. Alas! She really didn’t know who 

these two beasts took after. Why were they so suicidal! 

“Aren’t they in your space? They are yours,” Empty said matter-of-factly. In fact, in his opinion, those 

beasts were equivalent to her even if they didn’t contract with Xue’er, just like his Icy. If Xue’er 

encountered danger, Icy would take the initiative to help her without his orders! 

“You mean Little Icy is mine too!” Leng Ruoxue looked at the puppy sleeping soundly in her arms and 

deliberately distorted Empty’s words. 

“Pretty much. Icy spent more time with you than with me!” Empty reminded, his tone slightly 

complaining! 

“Empty, are you jealous?” Leng Ruoxue asked in realization. 

“I’m not,” Empty quickly denied. How could he be jealous of Xue’er? Uh! It was a little! But he wouldn’t 

admit it! 

“Let’s go see Big Hairy and Little Hairy!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t be bothered to expose him and said to 

the freak and Empty. 

“Okay.” The two of them nodded slightly and followed Leng Ruoxue to the place where the beasts were 

gathered! 

“Big Hairy, Little Hairy!” Leng Ruoxue called out softly. 



“Miss!” The two beasts raised their fluffy heads and looked at Leng Ruoxue with tears in its black eyes. 

They called her Miss just like Leng Ruoxue’s subordinates because they were not Leng Ruoxue’s beasts! 

“Uh! Why are you crying? Who bullied you? Tell me, I’ll teach them a lesson!” Leng Ruoxue said 

knowingly to the advisor, but she couldn’t help sighing in her heart. Alas! Look at these two cents, as if 

they had suffered a lot. Was it that serious? 

“Miss, we are really not so stupid, nor are we so timid and incompetent. Therefore, can you humans not 

bring us bears along when cursing! We are very aggrieved!” Big Hairy complained with a long face. 

“Uh! Big Hairy! In fact, this really has nothing to do with you, so don’t think too much! Be good!” Leng 

Ruoxue coaxed helplessly. 

“You humans often hurt the self-esteem of us beasts. When you scold others, you are either talking 

about pigs or bears. Boohoo… We just look a little clumsy. In fact, we are not stupid at all. Tell me, how 

did we provoke you? Why are you making things difficult for us!” Big Hairy was aggrieved, very 

aggrieved because it often heard itself being scolded innocently in Myriad Mountain City! However, its 

reaction at that time was not as big as it was now. However, it knew that beasts also needed self-esteem 

and self-love after hanging out with Leng Ruoxue’s beasts. They could not be bullied and scolded by 

others! Therefore, it was angry! If it hadn’t been stopped by the other beasts just now, it and Second 

Hairy wanted to go and teach that president a lesson! 

 


